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ABSTRACT
HEATH JOSEPH WOOTEN: Harmony of the Spine
(Under the Direction of Aimee Nezhukumatathil)
This thesis is a collection of poetry attempting to investigate the motifs of nature, love, journey,
anatomy, and mythology. These poems probe these ideas within the contexts of several
relationships such as inside and outside or waking and dreaming. Here are poems which express
their world in sometimes disparate styles, language, and tone, but ultimately circle back towards
these central motifs.
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Anyhow, I sat by your side, by the water
You taught me the names of the stars overhead that I wrote down in my ledger
Though all I knew of the rote universe were those Pleiades loosed in December
I promised you I'd set them to verse so I'd always remember
-Joanna Newsom
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THE BROKEN EARTH
The world has crumbled into ribbons
of dust which is to say
a new eternity is rising like a midnight star. It folds into every crack of river,
into every blue
expanse of ocean-vein like sutures of sky. We dream
eternity as a bite of an apple, red wet
dripping down our cheeks
like sweet tears. And it smells as sweet, as magnolia and tulip in the first
scale of spring, pierces through the rime of morning and grass’ green.
We take the broken earth as ours,
we walk it like a funeral
rite until we realize—the length of our lives is measured by the persistence
of the ground
to carry our feet, to carry the pregnancy of our sustenance
as arches of green and gold rivaling
sunset. And like a sunset
we convalesce as morning, as fresh dew on a blade of grass and eat the sun
until gut-burst.
The cycle of the crab, the deer, the milk cow—we fit
ourselves in like roots to the dirt
and feed on our labor.
Let this offering be enough. Let us be happy to take what we are given.
We are blessed to be allowed a second chance, a chance to relearn
the colors of the earth and love
the gradient of winter
bleeding into spring. Listen for the sound of the healing earth, like birdsong
alive in new
light, fruit falling from a tree, the first word of a child.
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I: STRATIGRAPHY OF MEMORY

One body split and passed along the line
From the shoulder to the hip
I know these bones as being mine
And the curving of the lip
-Suzanne Vega

NON GRATA
I
Yes, we’re in the dream now—see the mink-slippery
walls, the water slicking from every surface, ice
on the countertops. But where is the
promised man, the prodigal man—prodigal only for me? He’s in the promised
home—yes, we’re in the home now, and we watch the painting of the heron
swamp its mythology of green reeds and inexplicable purples
across the entire bathroom. This now is not
a dream, this is where I, the teenager, first wanted the man, and if only this man was
more solid than a promise. Imagine him taking shape with me: the callus upon the hands,
the pink swelling of the lips, elbows. Yes, it’s a dream again and we’re still
in the home, but it’s a different home. It’s a bedroom with swollen
ceilings. It rains in this bedroom. A man sits
on the bedframe, but he’s not the imagined man. A better man, and upon the floor
a magazine takes on water until it is a wash of color like the painting of the heron.
Here, sympathy takes the shape of liquor bottles and urns, and somehow
we can imagine that is sufficient to expunge the flood, can’t we?
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II
In this dream another home waits for entry, but we
do not go inside. See, this house is devoid of problems. This house thanked
me for coming
inside and then left me with a dozen memories,
a dozen splinters
of porcelain that have forgotten
their memories of plates.
The sun knew one window in this home, and over the window hung a white curtain
except the sun sprayed it orange, and every other window was either not orange
or didn’t exist to begin with. Sorry, you’ll have
to trust me. In this dream I am grateful for nothing save this house which
denies entry.
There was tile in the kitchen I never wanted
to touch. The fridge was white, the oven was white,
these memories—save the window—
are white. I swear, the curtain dressed in orange, and now I’m not sure this house
even exists. The walls did not know the heron, the bed did not know the man.
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III
You see, I cannot finish these stories because they have
not told me the ending. Who cares about the myth of heron, the prodigal man. Here,
come into this room. I am not grateful for this room. Anyway, the heron.
When I was a child, there was a painting of a heron in the guest room
bathroom, and I was not allowed into this bathroom, which made
me sneak to this bathroom every day after school. This bird
was a little god in my secret religion. And from this ugly painting, the man was born
as a new, shiny god. And this god and this room and every room still infect
every dream. Do you understand yet? I do not appreciate these gods,
and I do not appreciate hope. Let’s go back to the flooded room.
Pockets of water balloon around the outlets. Mildew memorizes
every fiber of carpet and fissure in the sheet rock, and the gods
persist like the milky
stains of dust upon the mattress. I still have not escaped. And follow me now
to the final room, and inlay me in the sheets like a precious stone,
and leave me now to dream of the stale air in the next room.
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THE HAND
She closes her eyes, time draws
tree rings on her forehead. In the forest’s
palm, the one-breasted woman
relishes the scars of sun feathering
through the shade. She dreams
of a child, and together with hands
troweled into the dirt, they are the carpals
of the land. They dig through loam
and silt the color of the woman’s skin,
they search for tree-fingers—roots
to complete their hand. The ground heavy
with maggots and pill-bugs houses
a stratigraphy of memory like scrapbook
pages. You see, it’s a ceremony—
this childlike unearthing, this poking
whatever creatures ooze and drip.
The transmission runs like xylem
and phloem—the woman and child
are the same. Each bead of sweat buds
into disease, the memory of disease
as they search and search. They are not
a hand—they have rebuilt a body,
a fully-bloomed woman and her suckling
daughter pride themselves in the sun.
They find the ulna, the radius, the cancer
that hollowed out her lifeline—there is nothing
left to find. A branch breaks and shifts
the balance of the shade. The wind blows
the memory akimbo. The woman stands
and plants a little prayer as she walks away.
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FRESHWATER TIMELINE
In the beginning, my siblings tell me Mother and Father were two plains flat as pondwater.
Green and blue, they spoke until the earth sprung from their mouths like a sapling through spring
mud, until Gaea learned to spell her name with shifting continents. We siblings soon cut
ourselves like countries from their creation, calling ourselves prophesy and memory, knowledge
and light, and me, freshwater, the last. Mother opened her palms like thirsting mouths and I was
born into every crease. Oceanus poured from the cold empty around her body, drowning the
canyons of her elbows and knees with a flick of his tongue. Like a river bent through
countryside, fate led him to pour into me, and me to pour back into him. Mnemosyne tells me
that before me, our language was dry and granular, like sand burdened with salty sea. But now
we swan our words, let them bob on the river to the open sea where they stretch like wings over
our strange body.
A wet tongue glistens
in the high grass. Song spills from
lips, sated and pink.
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OCCAM’S RAZOR
“Like a gift for the end/when it finally finds me.” -Mariee Sioux

Give some faith to the pockmarked one, the me named
man in a room called bedroom, then bathroom sieving
my face through the mirror. Baby, give the faith and the rest
will surely come—the rest being the maze of dirty sheets
with a new ending every morning and the facelessness
of the electric threads dancing behind my closed eyes.
The lamplight gilds the bookshelf into a wash of gold,
but I am untouchable, the pockmarked destitute
of this prodigal world. The prodigal world is the man
who might rename me in affection, read this bedroom
as fairytale citadel. My darling, how many birds
will break against the window before I am allowed
to wake up from this teenage fantasy? See, I am all
about luxury, the salon of a dream—not this waking
where I lose my hands in the granite webs of the bathroom
counter. I’ll rename the bedroom prison, and I would
detail my escape—in this scenario, we must assume
I have a bottle of gin and a hatchet, a rubber band and
a phone call from my mother. And go ahead and sweeten
the pot with a beautiful man. Okay, are these details
necessary? No, too many variables? I wouldn’t chance
a departure anyway, so don’t worry. Let’s get down to it.
In the mirror, I see a man who wants to be a boy, but
really I just see a smear of skin, the impressionist
cartography—how to build an ugly boy. Yet in my head,
my lips are pink. I’m not even sure I have lips otherwise.
In my head, I’ve always remained seventeen, when life
had the crunch and grit of a pear but was still juicy. Call
me innocent, virgin, ripe for the picking yet modest. I don’t
think the virgin ever existed, but let me have this one
memory where I’m not just puppeting through my days.
So maybe I’m ugly, so maybe the ripeness had to settle
into rot. Maybe the ending was never going to be pretty,
but if you can give me anything, let me think of the end
as schmaltzy—and schmaltz always did sound like a cocktail
to me, so how about me and a beautiful man with eyes
of pyrite and jade have schmaltzes on the beach—a light
vodka lubricant, with pear liquor and little bubbles—and we
kiss and the sea reflects the sky erupting in fireworks,
and my skin is smooth and there are no secrets, and in fact,
I have never dreamed for the fairytale is beside me. His
Adam’s apple bobs with every sip of schmaltz—just the way
I like it—and the sun would not challenge my resplendence.
16

CORPUS
First incision—an induction
into a world of rhyming hips, pear
ripe with flesh.
The glacial
decay, the heavy throb
of red. Two hundred and six bones and a business
of circulation—I am an earthquake
of meat
and a continent puzzling
together gristle and joint. So many
colors brocade
across this feverish plane—opaline,
the pyrite clogs of fat,
this thousand
shaded ruby angled
through it all. Every curve of scapula
trusts the lines to tangent
into limbs, every nerve trusts
the body to polish
this world
into skin, into a vessel
to contain such power. In turn,
I trust the vessel
as a gatekeeper, I trust these bones
to scatter themselves
in the sun
once the journey has ended,
to bake beyond memory
as desert sand.
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REUNION HYMN
I could not be too precious with this urn
in my chest, this aneurysm beneath the sternum,
the shadowed
sepia of a teenage wedding. The memory
florescent with grief,
the memory of the rose bush shadowboxing
with the potential flashflood
of the ditches in front of the home. The grandmother’s cookbook thins over decades
the grandfather’s
hair thins over decades and the grandson never knew them
any other way. The funeral of the sky
come night grays the white siding but joy pours
from the kitchen
window. I eat washed spaghetti as a child and my grandfather sits
in a desk chair at the dinner table. These
peculiarities stick in my mind
like the praying mantis on the cast iron door. I must frame these moments
with banana bread
and chocolate chip cookies with singed bellies and fine lines
like aging eyes. Because if I do not, I am repeating a mausoleum scene, where I round
the corner and find the joined urns, a chalky heart sutured in waves again and again and
someone says they are together but
I have not let go enough to believe.
Here I am, just a boy who looks in the mirror and finds nothing of his grandparents
remains. How
can I offer a part of myself to extinguish the ache, or work
myself like clay into some consolation
prize for my mother? God, let me be a river
to float the image
of the open niche to the ocean. Let the grandfather’s hums of Gershwin,
Berlin find harmony thriving upon my lips.
Embalm the strains of kitchen
window light replay endlessly in a dream where wonder and love must never meet
an end of ashes.
Let the grandmother remember, with certainty, how many handfuls
of chocolate chips to fold into the batter,
the faces of her daughters, the pride of standing
red-haired and tall. And for the grandson—God, let
this final pallbearing in my chest
be enough, give me the strength and selflessness
to crack open the sorrow like a pecan
from the tree and learn the shattering
of the shell as an ode. Give me the smile
to expunge
the grim from the reunion, to sing a hymn for my mother, not me.
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CUTTING TEETH
He is taller than I remember, here under the grey
skull of the sky. Last night’s hard freeze chewed
the sidewalk into arrowheads, gunmetal and steel
in the wet and November of a dying city. Might
the sky pull back its sleeves for me, sneak drops
of light into this dirge of ice and grinding stones
under foot? No. I take my hands from my pockets
and put them in again. Damn. The statue of him,
the funeral of him, god with his fingers he knits
the winter and I am sure. I am sure he has seen
me coming. The carmine, the cherry of his cheeks
in profile. The sickest fruit, the pit of bone, fingers
numbed purple like plums. Oh, my sick, sick love.
Man is not marble, man cannot persist jawless
as the clouds. I wish I had told him this when
I longed to spread across him like a lake,
when he was a man who could axis himself
without breaking and give us a season other
than this. This man before me who might’ve held
the world—what an unsatisfying ending for us.
For me to lose myself in the maw of the city,
exhale right through his crooked teeth, wish
for a story that ends with me weaning off my milk
teeth, blood staining through a fractured maturity.
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CALYPSO TENDS HER GARDENS
Here, it is always dawn. The sunlight always streams
into the chest of the garden, which in turn
is always wrought with the bloodstreams
of flowers. The sea-wind lies upon every narcissus,
every outpouring of anemone skin. I stream the stems
through my fingers and pray that a single
weed might sprout into my waiting hand,
but my island rears no pestilence, no inconvenience
for me to bear. I suffer the pensive necks of the olive trees,
the petals that pour from their boughs
like bolts of lace. Here, at dawn,
I lose count of days. I only know I am alone. I walk
my island, I trace the routes through the empty goblets
of tulips like lines on a palm. There are paths
through the irises, paths through the hyacinths
and anemones and narcissus—I cannot pick favorites
like picking a bloom. They are all the best paths. Sometimes,
the gods allow a sailor’s laughter to feather
through the horizon and settle against my breast,
but the sailor will never find me. Yet still, here I am at dawn
hollowing out another place in my gut for hope
to settle. Here, there is new light to drink of come
morning, and when I am tired, I sleep in the heavy
arms of my gardens. Sometimes as I rest, I abandon
Odysseus, the sea decants his ship into the ocean’s
gloss, I forget for a moment. And always, I dream
that I stand at the mouth of the world. I throw
golden coins in, wishing to finally be swallowed.
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THE ANNE FRANK HOUSE BAR
Did you know? Anne Frank’s favorite
sport was football. In tribute, the bargoers slant
themselves into the cut
foam of a beer, ducks beak and bill
at the discarded cans,
and history holds the houses slanted, holds the slanted
women beneath the red lights. History throws refuse
at the pigeon crumbing moss into a nest,
and their little bodies pillow
into refused fortresses
history and rain
cut from beneath the bridges.
And inside this cycle of abuses, I stand in line to see a dead
girl’s bed and tulips throw a kiss through the balustrade
to the bar next door, where I will enjoy
a chicken thigh sandwich later and watch cigarette
ashes fall into a slanted
man’s mouth. I will think of geranium
petals falling into my
hair as I kiss a tall man forever on a boat beneath a bridge
along the river where Anne lived and died. I will think
of standing in line to see a dead girl’s bed,
beside the men who proselytize
the mourning
into joy,
and I will be thankful!
For my history of chicken thigh sandwiches and live football,
for the safe bed waiting for me in the penthouse suite.
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NEBRASKA WHITE, HEAVEN SENT
Out here in the pitch,
there is no anointment
of oil like Miss Lois said—
the warm is in the boarding house. The warm
is my hand, hold on to my hand. But she had
two hands, the girls and I
had six. Mama said once
that heaven is a blessing
of white, thick as an orange pith. So what storms
outside, if not God? At first the snow blistered
into water against my skin.
Now it sticks like taffy,
like treacle around my lips.
We’re almost there, Miss Lois says, but it chimes
and bells more like a prayer. Her voice catches
on the wind—I don’t know
if she’s repeating or
if the snow has bent it
into a joke. Did you ever hear that skin freezes
like milk? Glaciers into layers of splinters
like a biscuit—well,
that’s what I feel. Time
is a myth here. We’re
almost there. Almost. My body spilled in the snow,
my body just an object spilled in the snow. I bless
myself with ice, a little
cross upon my forehead.
I left my window open,
Mama. I was waiting for the sunset. Miss Lois, where
is your warm now? Your warm promise to redeem
us hot in the heating fuel?
Find me come morning,
freeze your eyes on me
out here in heaven cold in the arms of the suffocating
angels, a purpling mass of my final sacrament.
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PELLIS, PEL, PIEL
The scribe stitches ink to the parchment sheet, curled
and yellowed with grease indistinguishable as morning
dew. The mother cow, once stretched with pregnancy
and yawning calf, was cut and folded into neat
rectangles. This geometry of memory, of scars
so long and thin, now bears the shadow
of the scribe’s hand. He writes around the space left
from the horsefly’s snack, he scribbles that the page
concave with the craters of the spine should be kept
for illumination. Can the hairless pores speckled
like dandelions in a pasture blend into the rubric,
the golden title, the decorated initial branching
like the Rhine into blue and silver? And what
of when the mother runs dry of skin? The scribe
turns to the calf’s vellum, smooth as lamplight
and young as a rosebud. He turns to the goat,
to the deer, to the rabbit, and as the candle reaches
its end, he realizes his skin too is webbed with veins
like tangles of reeds. Flesh knows no prejudice—
in English, French, and Latin, skin is skin, be it garden
snake or field mouse or scribe. He watches the ink
collect like blood from a pinprick in the impressions
of veins and run like a river to his fingers down the curve
of what was once a belly full in a swelling of grass.
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II: THE SICKEST FRUIT

More wisp than dart, the sun rarely finds us
in the forest: he holds the fruit—I see
a breath vanishing—he knows the spell:
I live for a word, wordlessly.
-Jennifer Chang
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JOURNEY, TERMINUS
after Jennifer Chang’s “River Pilgrims”

How many ribs of soot make
home along the river’s gut,
how many ribs know
this Sister Elizabeth,
woven into the sandbar
and shore? Oh, Sister,
tell me of the journey, of every
river mouth, of how the fish
trust the river to grant
another breath
without knowing
where the current ends.
This story has not ended—
not while the brown brook
still threads under overpass
and city street.
Do the sidewalkers
know that man was born
of the vellum twists of water
parallel to their feet?
No. There is more
to learn. I can say
Sister Elizabeth is
not a myth. Call
her pond, swamp, the depressions
of marshland outside the city
limits like footprints.
Name her Sister or
Mother, name her Tethys—
she is freshwater
all the same. Her fingers froth
the river into soot and steam,
her fingers lead the salmon
upstream, braid
the scales of the yellow
perch into blades of mud.
What did Sister Elizabeth ask?
Only the gurgling questions
of the river finding
terminus in the ocean’s
lattice of salt.
There, she learned
that to cup a palm into this water
was to never drink
her fill.
25

RAFT AUBADE WITH DIRTY HORIZONS
Penelope, I twisted my fingers in a blur of garden
for an epoch of rest, in a blur of woman and shaded
sea, but this is my morning of goodbye. My dear,
on this island the moon finds no prop for its knee,
the sun makes an easel of dawn, and the flowers
sing the coming of the sun, and the sun is always
coming and already here. I awoke each morning
in a glimmer of gold and linen, a cave like a lily’s
mouth, to the naked silk of a goddess. Her wisteria
hands washed the sleep from my eyes, clung to me
hot and damp. On this bloom of an island, she favored
me above the hyacinths, like sprays of red sea, picked
me like an olive and ripened me like a pear. But
this morning is not for apology—how could I refuse
such sweetness when my skin was still abraded salt
and scrape? Would you choose to drink the ocean
when your life is rich as cream? A man is a man,
but do not fear—I have crafted this escape, a raft hewn
of the plum trees with which the goddess once broke
my fast. Never have I heard a melody any sweeter
than the ocean upon my skin when I decanted my
body into the gloss of the ocean. And Penelope,
I did look back, for the water never knew me as
a friend, and I saw the cheek of the island settle
all iron and dust upon the horizon, and I laughed
as the day finally rusted into the dusk. The silver
carnation of the moon gaped at me, counting the fresh
wrinkles folded into my forehead since our last hello.
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OSTEOLOGY LAB
I open the box and stand on a dead
swatch of scapular desert, I cut
my eyes against sand dunes squeezed
into vertebrae. I slip on nitrile gloves,
scrutinize each bone in fluorescent light.
My assignment—to ask questions to the
cavities of your limbs and hope they echo
a reply. It’s not long before I hear
an ulna and radius wrung-out by muscles
moan at the joint. I hear old hands stitched
together with sinewy threads tremble
beauty into this box of bones. The shadow
of a heart feeds grey matter to the skull,
the specter of a feeling convalesces—
the birth of a mirage-life. It tells
its story: eyes gathered their youth
in the water’s reflection like seeds
in a palm. Arm bent into a mountain’s
peak, brows furrowed into the plain
of a forehead. A tenor song fevers
the forest like fire, but I cannot hear.
So you see, broken skeleton, nothing remains
of the esophagus after death, nothing
is left of the lungs. There is nothing
but a voice with no way to speak and hollow
bones—ephemera bold enough to live forever—
dyed the color of your burial soil. And you died
a long time ago, but don’t worry. I need
to realize it, too. I run my finger along broken
canine teeth, fish for a tongue behind the jaw.
I get back to the assignment—approximating
height based on splinters of femora shattered
like a fallen tree. The sharp of the hip says
you were male, yet there is only a talus
to tell us that you had any feet at all.
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HYACINTHUS IN ELYSIUM
Beneath the patchwork of cypress shade, I watch
men in sliver and sage shear
the air with a discus
a hundred times. They smile and laugh. I listen
to the women who wrap the beach in melody, fill
every skin
of shore-foam with prose delicate
as a sea shell. I walk along the water sometimes,
watch the sun
bleach the sea, see the discus smile
at its reflection. Today, Persephone waits
ahead where no people muse
the wind into song,
her eyes emerald in the ever-noonday light.
What of Apollo? I ask.
She ignores me. Do you like it here?
she asks instead. Her fingers rest
on my shoulder like sunlight.
Apollo? I suggest. My cheeks stain with marigold-flush.
I see, she responds. Like every time,
her arms wrap
around me when I cry. I forget my head on her shoulder,
my hands hot with tears for this moment
of comfort.
Even in Elysium, like a heatwave he burns beneath my skin.
Even after Lethe. Oh, Apollo, steal
me away like the sun
come dusk, for I have known delight—the crook of your elbow,
your voice simmering in the cool
of night. Not the endless
discus, nor the jade-smooth song.
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GENEALOGY
You mimic the faces alive in the photo album as you imagine the grassroot course
of your family and the next depth you labor to excavate along the way. Centuries collapse
into pages of photographs and daguerreotypes, so I listen as you flush each lip pink in turn.
Like buoy bobbing in thrush-sea, I settle between these stories—the body of a family
decomposed into fairytales. How a mother’s blood flows into your voice, how a father’s
blood settles in your eyes. I listen. For decades drawing close as skull to brain, for decades
wilted into seconds. And now—how each cup has spilled over into your own. Yet to be a man
joined with a man, this is how ancestry dances to its end. Close your eyes and see children’s
song pool into adolescence, into cracked hands, into pitted granite. Close my eyes—persistent
reminders of your guilt, a river that barrens itself into fish bones and an empty delta. Remind
me that you may never brick-and-mortar a new heart to life for the sake of my persistence.
No child stands between us yet the space for one screams through your crooked smile, your dry
elbows. This is the pain of emptiness, the cup with no bottom. I scrape my hands along your arm
and I look: for veins cresting like shelves of waves, for bones dripping wrought with mineral.
For proof! That a union like ours has no place to swell so resolves to burst. But I am impossible
and settle to wait till you cut away each tendinous stem of a story, for the album to finally close.
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BEDROOM-SPEAK
Let’s talk about anything
but this game we like to play. The one where every
stratagem takes the form of a shadow, a shallow
trick of the light. A bluff, a smirk over a garbage
hand. Here are my rules:
I walk away from all talk about flowers. I would rather watch
your fingers bloom from your palm than discuss the daffodils
one more weary hour. But if you insist, I will eat
every
ream of yellow this paper beauty can muster. This is not a game
of poker, but if it was, the May queen tightens in my fist. I always had a way
with spring. In fact, the whole royal court of spring is tattooed
to my hand. I will always
win. We can only talk about stained sheets, the strange
ways in which you have tried to convince me I am something
to be learned—for example, let’s pretend
it’s fishing, and I have the rod and you are the pond. Or maybe, you’re
a book that is too old to have an uncracked spine. So I’m going to crack
you and read you. And if those musings weren’t tacky
enough, try this: You know
the beginning of my inside, yet I’m sure you’ve found
a maze of flesh is harder to navigate than one of leaves.
What I’m trying to say is that I can’t escape and you can’t either. What I’m trying
to say is that I could blame
you if I wanted to. I could blame
the quiver of the sheets like hummingbird
wings in the wake
of your snoring. At least that you couldn’t stop.
I changed my mind, we cannot talk about sheets. If we talk
about sheets, the bed will purl
like kudzu up my body, and neither of us wants
to navigate that tangle. I haven’t actually decided what I need
to say—as long as these words figure
into a form unlike a pillow we are safe. So maybe instead of talk
about
every stupid forsythia bud and their convulsions of carpenter bees, I’ll die here
and haunt you. Okay, we won’t talk at all. You don’t need to know
every detail. Just take your feet from the bed and walk
across the mealy carpet and open the door and leave. I give you
permission. I’ll cut away my veins and craft
the key from that, or something
with similar drama and red. Let’s say it’s Valentine’s
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Day, and you have given
me a dozen roses—the roses are the key. What I’m trying to say is that I couldn’t bloom
for you like they do. What I’m trying to say is that I am an unseasonable
cold spell and no blackberry will survive this spring, and they never
should’ve been bold enough to enter in the first place. Okay, so you’re the blackberry.
You know what I am. The roses are the key. What
will you do with them?
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THE REAL
“All the perfect drugs and superheroes wouldn’t be enough to bring me up to zero.” -Aimee Mann

I
If I told you, unlover, that I desire to blackout
on a Monday, would you believe me? I profess
the divinity of all drugs under this regime
of excess. Can you see me retching puddles
of beer and glass into the sink? Imagine
it: my body synchronizes with the fluorescent
ooze of light. My eyes are no longer blue.
Do not trust me, I am transubstantial with drug.
II
I will explain my want to you once, and I’ll tell
it in such a way as to not say, I just want. Instead,
I’ll say I want to buy the pickles to drink the brine
and keep the jar for loose change. Do you understand?
The roof and the rain rendezvous as lovers but
the rain slips away after its purpose has been served.
I’ll be clear: I too covet the perks, not the object.
A superhero could not articulate this, just believe me.
III
Say for example you love me—what do you need?
Something overwrought—try this: An earthworm
rests its whole weight on the asphalt and slinks
like melting ice through the parking lot. Rain breaks
the sunset like a mirror into millions of parking lots
and worms. With the taste of mud laced upon its lips,
the worm tries to pour itself back into the ground,
but it is asphalt. How’s that? Do you love me yet?
IV
So you’ve selected your expectations, and I have
mine. Once wonder kaleidoscoped before me without
lubrication. Tell that joke to the empty bottles. Wonder—
that slimy thing—slips through my soberest grasp
like a wet apple. Tell me it’s lame. I don’t care. I don’t
want—rather, I don’t need a lot. Salt, light switches,
an easier way to peel a pear… do you see? So when I say
I don’t want to be lonely, it’s not you. It’s just a need.
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THE IMAGINARY LOVER REPLIES
I remember when you went out, when you whisper-wished
to breathe out the fire born in the center of your body,
when you took me and threw me away with soft and sweet
hands. But I saw you gnaw away your fingernails,
I saw you dream of raining them along the bow
of another man’s back, I saw you hope to hold
yourself up with scratchy scraps of nails held
in your hands. But remember, my love—I’m just a wish
that bled itself into skin and teeth. Even as you bow
and arrow your nervous fingers, I know my body
pours its virility into the caress of your fingernails
just behind your eyes—each night in the bedroom suite,
I relish what lust seethes behind that sweetest
blush. I recall your grasping the air for purchase as you held
my illusory hips underneath the red weight of fingernails
painted for the occasion. And once you granted your own wish
with furious hands, who was it that painted your spent body
with a cool tongue? Darling, I will take a bow.
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THE OLD MAN AT THE UNANTHROPOCENE1
after The Time Machine by H.G. Wells

I
If I told you that humans evolved
fingers with edges of stones, eyes of scabiosas, and a glaze
of spit and hair over it all—would you believe me?
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II
The church of concrete
could never support the resting
heads of billions. The warmth of bricks is not enough.
The humans now are not
if they ever were—see these beasts hunker
around the fire, their figures like paleoliths
yet they build their own new
archaeology with pointed skulls, carnivore’s teeth.
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III
No, I do not know the story. There never was one.
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IV
Love is a luxury afforded no longer. Nor lust. Mother Earth gave
one gift to these animals—a certain end. See, you can still see sorrow haunting
their eyes as they throw
their bodies together like storm
clouds. Feel sympathy for them, for they lost
the language to express it themselves. No child will be born.
See how the sun swells like bread in a bowl of cream. Let the sun
savor this if the earth has bittered. For the earth so mourned the farewell
of the moon, gone to some bigger
gravity—you see the planet
has pockmarked itself in memoriam. Watch
the unhumans drag their feet along this relief of moon, a fulfillment
of an old want. But there are no dreams here anymore. The ending
careens around them like wind, they know it comes on stalking haunches.
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V
War has not cratered
these continents for millennia—and what army might wage
it? No, the fight in the neopaleoliths
crumbled like wet sand, as did the ground
where the trenches
might be dug. When the stonefingers find starvation, they press
themselves into the dirt and sleep.
When they find another, they weep.
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VI
They sleep on beds of ivy and kudzu, fortress their eyes against the unsetting
sun, always there upon the horizon like an impossible
egg yolk. But no eggs
hatch here because the birds have either flown
into space or all
died. They gather around a ruined colonnade when a group happens to converge.
They bleat and wander like sheep gone from their shepherd. They stare
at each other with impossible countenances—half-expecting
the absentee messiah
to hatch from one of their corrupted
bodies. They do not
touch. They do not offer comfort. They do not remember how to hold one another.
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VII
Do they really know hope? No.
Like other emotions, hope fevers low-grade
upon the nape of their neck. There is no difference.
See how the mouth fractures is all directions like a fault
line. See how they labor to catch the steam of their tears.
These are habits of genetics.
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VIII
If I told you humans evolved
beyond war and feeling and want and need, what
would you think? To watch these beasts
flail and flicker like candle flame—not a vision
of the end. I name this epoch
the end. I will watch each unhuman
return to dust, each ugly
bone realize this extinction
until the last heart
beats goodbye.
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PRAYER TO ALLEN GINSBERG, PRAYER TO THE MOTHER
after “Kaddish” by Allen Ginsberg

Strange now to think of you—hanged, drawn, and quartered and quartered and quartered like a
cancer, placed
on the desk of every poet. Clear winter noon—and I think of the boys-now-old-men once
bound by your fingers stretched like kudzu into impossible
ropes. I draw the line by the spine of a xeroxed copy of “Howl.” I have loved a mother so
strongly, a grandmother with an aneurism
ripe as a forgotten banana in her chest—I dream this death in Hebrew and in Apocalypse. I
dream of burying half a thyroid or a midnight lung beneath the earth—coming back to find
the tissue gone,
only a rose with a woman’s eye and thorns like painted fingernails left.
It’s some kind of cruelty to realize life is highlighted by the decaying
mind, by each book’s answerless pages, by the confusion of the tree
earth forgot in New York City. I have received only the crumpled bed which bares only my body
and this feather-weight
dream that never existed! The motherbody
is at odds with the city—to nurture a child’s body when concrete is the only comfort, a cold
comfort? Futile. But here I am, adjusted to your pattern of seeing the world in brimstone and red.
Let me be clear—there is no greater love, no greater sacrifice than that of the motherbody.
Nothing more.
My mother kicks me, and sometime later I die. Inside her before this, I kicked her, and sometime
later she will die. And so with the mother before and the mother before and the mother before.
Forever, nothing less. Think of her distended belly full
of you and be grateful for the umbilical cord that fed
you, blew you up like a balloon. And take the love, feed it through your body like a nervous
system, and feel it burn
your fingertips—for you have learned to be mad of your own volition. And make no mistake,
in the small way the city street learns to be a part of the throbbing heart of the city, in a small
way I understand—the poverty
of loving a man and the fear of knowing what forest-fire
may lie the mind of the motherbody. So I excuse
the kaddish that should have been an ode, but I have questions. The kind that metastasize into the
horizon
like a field of wheat unending to the eye—
numerous as the skyscrapers that burn themselves into constellations in New York. About the
boys tangled
in your spinal cord still, about the mother which bore such deformed feeling—but I suppose the
answer dies with you.
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WHAT THE WATER OFFERS
When we hit the highway, it is already well past
noon. An impossible stretch of asphalt littered
with flakes of lichen waits before us. And Superior takes wing in the sunset
so immediately, speeding down the two-lane highway
pales like the half-moon
already on the rise.
You drive with empty soda cans and cigarette lighters at your feet
because the crunch reminds you
of beetles
oozing from a crushed log like resin
from a pine. Darling the bed was never our church. Rather
some stupid rock song
swift in the boughs,
in the bird nest. Our bed was the slick moss
along the rocks—at least I always thought that might be romantic.
I peek
through the car windows
and long for the end of the sidewalk,
where gull feathers string us along to the sea. No hotel
bed, no radiator moan.
No reservation,
yet we could stay in the water braided together
like a tangled line. The water could offer us this much. Still
the empty road taunts you along, its yellow trail the punchline
to this never-ending joke. So we go
and go into overcast
like a bruise on the horizon. In the hills,
I see the curve of your knees, your collar pressed
into the sandbars—
darling, the journey
is never content with its end, and neither
am I. I will simply believe you are rushing toward the ending,
where you find me in silver and green
waiting on the shore.
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III: BLURRING OF MYSELF

Under the cold scaffolding of winter my love took me for a stroll through the desert. My
breath crumbling like bread.
Under the cold scaffolding of winter my love took me for a stroll through the desert. My
breath crumbling like bread.
-Eduardo C. Corral
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PORTRAIT OF TRAILHEAD PARK AS OGYGIA
“Oh, to be in love and never get out again.” -Kate Bush

Here, the snow is seldom a force bold
enough to solid itself in the sunset—
today must be our lucky day. The grass
is auspicious only enough to remain
mottled green, but I catch its drift:
you hold my hand and it is wrong.
The park’s gravel path scurries
like a beetle when it divines the force
of my foot. It’s all marked by a state
of decay, by a state of constant trying—
it’s what the grass really tells me—
how futile it must be to cling to a rope
long enough to get burned. How strange
to warm myself inside your palm. A creek
sparkles in the purple light despite the chill
until it meets a culvert and becomes not.
I refuse its persistence as water funneled
into a sewer. We walk and the evening
denies its shift to black, your palm denies
its eventual sweaty separation from mine.
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HYACINTHUS IN BLOOM
I watch his throat ripen beneath me, his tongue a fruit ready
for harvest. His eyes score a melody for lyre, this lemon
yellow love takes no time to breathe in the violet decay
of the day. Like spring tastes the first hem of grass, my hands
satin along his skin. He sings the arrows of my body, my
collar bone sharpened by his lips, my fingers all sunlit filigree
against him. I hold him close, I follow his taproot legs to the hip,
to the waist. Inside the petal-weight of him, this world willows
crimson, milk, and hay. This man raptures even I who have
tasted the sun, this man brings this god to his knees. I set
him to verse, I muse harmony to his pulse, I hollow
myself and fit him in—this second heart feels all shades of red.
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THE REOCCURING DREAM
Two hip bones set upon the image
of man, the lift of a brow in calligraphy
black suggests the permanence
of the moment. He reminds me to grind
the stones until spark, until they aren’t—
not just rocks, but a tongue able to burn
away every carotid inch of my neck.
I listen. Is there anything more lovely
than the croon of the skinny blond
commanding the throbbing instinct
of the dream? The end of the cup
of coffee is invariably the aftertaste
of his skin like warm milk, so I skip
the formalities. I touch him and touch
him and touch him like harmony—
until our breath is midnight and tired
and ready for the morning of scratching
the burn from toast, tracing the thrash
he scarred into my back. The purple,
the red, the chill of midmorning
is without in competition with the skin
beneath the sheets—knots into my room
in the black and blue, the hard of him
still in focus, so almost a photograph.
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GANYMEDE’S COLOR STORY
The water in the glass
trembles like a sky wrought
with mist when I speak.
After he drinks, his lips
are pale, smooth as ice.
The book spine peels olive
green from its binding, pages
creased with memories of bark,
xylem and phloem. It dreams
of leaves, spring, winter sleep.
The apple is no match
for his furious teeth. Shame.
Gone in a finger-count
of bites. Sugar pastes skin
to his cheeks. He laughs.
The only handful of pink
sunset so deep into ocean,
the twilight zone groppo nests
all flaxseed and rose scaled
in colorless reefs, buried deep.
Amaranth sky bruises with stars,
shades indigo in the deepening
night. Aquarius brings each eye
to sleep like purple rivers
that stream to the sea.
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NOTTURNO: FOREST MOVEMENT
after Mark Z. Danielewski’s House of Leaves with interpolations of “Haunted” and “Angry Johnny” by
Poe and “Notturno from String Quartet No. 2 in D” by Alexander Borodin

Amongst the trees, the tapping first came to me in threes—
the susurrus tap, the claws of the man who was to be a lynx.
Amongst the trees, sibilant violin of leaves and the shadows keep on
changing takes each breath with me. There is no house among the
leaves, no comfort of walls, just the sound of ba da pa pa ba da pa
pa the man.
And back in the grove that was to be rot,
the man who was to be a lynx was actually a
swan—a joke of moonlight, globs of it upon the
boughs make me think he might be a swan. In
the black patch of mushrooms, there is not
really a house—but the tidal breath of a nearby
creek, and the creek has walls but it is not a
house, and the swan that was to be a brown
bear—he bathed in the tongue of it.
The consequences of one more look at
the ghost seeing him, the naked body, the skin
soft as swamp, hips like a cello—until the animal upon him has
transposed him into a quadruped, surely I will go mad I will smell
the movement change—from the musk of man to the salmon pink of
bear, and then I can do it with an animal’s grace should run.
And the man who was not a bear at all, but a lover—I call
him any name but lover. And amongst
the trees, the cardinal directions blend
into brown, and amongst the trees—
the trees which are not a house—the
moss spawns upon the sky which is
also the ground, and upon the trees
which are also the creek, and the
creek ran through the stars, and the
stars dressed up as violets, and the
violets were my lover who was also a
man lynx swan bear (but none of
these were a house).
And the animal of him will
find me, slide into me like a foot into
mud, hit me ba da pa pa ba da pa pa
until the change takes place, and
amongst the trees, we play this game
of the lover and the loved, and the forest (not a house) runs its force
around us, and I love him despite it all.

And none could describe
this supposition of
house—the house must
have walls, not creek
walls. The house must
not be a man, nor the
prodigious beasts which
from him take shape in
the
shadows
which
were
not
shadows but
rather
the
consumption
of the
forest
come night. This house
does not know music,
the luxury of
modulating to a lower
key. And in three, the
horrors of the man who
was not to be a house
waltzes around the
house—the hypothetical
house that probably
exists. Take every clot
of mold upon every log,
the mud giving off
steam not yet ready to
settle as dew. There
would still be no
house! Did you fuck him
and hope there would be
a kitchen formed in the
thrashing? Did you
believe him into a
house, did he hammer
you into a tin roof?
And in the dirt-muddled
aftermath, was it
horror or love in the
end? For I am tired of
this endless slurring
of the three—the man,
the lover, the house.
They all metastasize
into the same in the
morning light—my God,
just wait. Just wait.

the leaves the voices that are carrying this
tune play in three to his feet upon the
ground the shadows echoed the legs of
spiders the heavy thighs of a tiger the fury
of the magpie and no place was safe because
a house is not built of the hair of spiders and
not even the arms of the lover but rather the
espressivo of the tune interpolating through
this hallway stood upon bark and filth

The jacquard of the night takes many forms—
when the night was of taffeta, did he tell
you he could love you?
What about in the houndstooth
of morning?
Surely then, by then you had seen it—
oh my Johnny oh you without lover and
without name,
did you see then? Did you kill
him, did you blow him,
tell me that you ran home once you’d seen
and known what it takes to love
this man.
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RIVERBORN, RIVERWIDE
I was born as broken fistfuls of red clay, brown wrinkles of water-palms and cattail fingers
swollen on the shore. I am the pond, impenetrable as leather. I am the lake and the stream. I
dilate with rain, with schools of fish-gills. The tadpoles and algae called me home, named me
Tethys, freshwater. Today as I overfill, I drink of cow spit and grass, heavy the air with humidity
until it is thick as beeswax. Yet the creek’s banks remain pregnant with oak-root, so ripe with
honeysuckle. Modest as mud, mayflies and mosquitos hatch in stagnant pools, buzz puddles into
ripples like the wind. Before the rain even holds its breath, every marshland rots millions of
glass-veined wings into more water, more fossil fuels. Layers of dirt-clouds learn the scales of
every fish—iridescent or gunmetal, bottom-feeder or blue—and unbraid the streams of the steam
boat and fishing line. Even beyond the flood and rain, I wait to cool a child’s feet, to wet a
tongue, to fill a lung.
A cupped hand reaches
for a river bleeding gold
in the failing light.
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ONE NIGHT AT THE DEW DROP INN
“He takes me everywhere he goes, and he goes everywhere.” -Nina Gordon

I
With all the charm of a bowl
of fresh blackberries, see this motel bask
in the glory of the street lamps lining this lonely stretch of Trans-Canada
asphalt. The doors and windows garland themselves in the smokey
border between blue and white. Come inside to see
the boy sleeping upon the quilt, not beneath, cozy in the radiator
moan. He believes himself to be grafted
from a fairytale into the settled dust of the highway. Once, his mother
taught his sister about the glass slipper, how a man could fit a woman
just a well, and he listened from the porch, through the open
window—if a man loved him, would tattered tennis shoes suffice? Tonight,
he left the lamp light on for fear of faces hazing into the unfamiliar
room. The blinds blink with passing headlights, the air imposes
upon him like a visitor, but only a beetle shares this bed with him.
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II
In his dream, he picks up his wallet and walks toward the door where he will pick
up his wallet and walk towards the door where he will pick up his wallet…
he knows he is caught in a cycle, but he takes comfort in the familiarity
these movements bear. He clutches a hundred wallets to his chest
the first time he finds the door. Yet the door is far away, and the blinking blinds
redecorate themselves as men, adorn each habitual repetition
like nightlights, like stars.
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III
The first man touches his waist and leads him back
toward the wallet which he picks up before walking to the door. The man whispers
I love you
each time. The second man strokes his hair.
The third man bites
an apple when he says I would’ve. The fourth man closes
his eyes and walks out the door.
The fifth man is already gone, and the boy does not realize he ever was.
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IV
Overnight school trip, the bus a gumdrop flitted
around the mouth of night. Two teenage boys share
one seat and four hands. His head is in the other’s lap, because every other boy
is sleeping and they are safe to indulge in these miniscule intimacies.
A hand on his forehead leaves a bruise that yellows but never heals,
for as soon as the lights come on this interaction was not. He accepts this if only
because the other’s lap smells of cigarettes and sweat, which reminds
him there are more
sensations to understand beyond this touch that shames
him like sex. The other boy says, if you were a girl… and closes
his eyes. He never speaks of this touch, but it calluses
like a cut too often reopened.
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V
In the corner of his eye, he sees his shadow
compassed with four faces. He asks its name. Its name is tornado,
concrete burn in summer sun, a mythology bereaved
of figure and form.
He drops the wallets and reaches for his shoes.
But the world is shoes. The four-faced him has spat out a million shoes.
The room breathes the shoes and shudders. A car
passes but the driver is shaded in a forest somewhere west
of Kapuskasing. There are too many wallets, and the room is walled with doors, and mouths
of the doors open and light pours
from all directions. There are no shadows but there are shadows in all directions. There are no
glass slippers.
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VI
In this un-fairytale, he wakes up, grabs his wallet and a notepad and an ashtray
he thought were wallets and he does escape eventually. No shoes. He must
not look back lest he crumble
like a pillar of salt. There is no Canada anymore. There is not a motel, but
there are a hundred men, each more beautiful than the last. One
like a peach, the other an actor. The cigarette and sweat boy.
Another boy. There is no Kapuskasing. No grandmother, no mother. There is a radiator
fuzz clinging to his ear. Gravel dusts the mud, and he oozes golden blood, which oozes
into broken capillary, bruises groan
out a faint light. The sky clears, but he is wet and smells of apple juice
and mildewed quilts. The world stutters out a barren
landscape in a fever of whispers, and the squish
of mud like rotten fruit announces
his pace to the four-headed him, devious trickster, nipping at his heels.
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VII
Around him dance clots
of whispers who say I love you
but they only stay for the milky
expulsion of the last breath before they are gone. They will not come back.
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VIII
He wrinkles into an age where his family drops like flies. He runs
past somber rooms, candlelit mausoleums filled
with open coffins and urns
and hims that are far too awake. He can see the faces within without
looking. The whispers taste
like his grandmother’s couch, where she once asked
him a dozen times if she was dying, and in those days, nothing
was certain as death, so he shrugged with a heavy
vault upon his back, and he suggested they should make lemon
loaf and chocolate chip cookies and anything that didn’t stink of decay and old
popcorn like that couch did. Inside the vault, he locked his secret emptiness
tight, like a cracked glass that can hold no water. This is not a dream, but
he has forgotten. Mausoleums smell
like pennies and burnt hair. Of this he is certain. The first man licks
hot upon his waist. The fifth man is here but he doesn’t recognize
his face. All these men have died, all these men are eraser
marks in a page that should not have been written.
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IX
He does not open his eyes to this reality. Like a highway
he does not climax into a neat end, but rather shatters
into intersections.
Back in the motel room, he reaches
for a wallet, but it is wrong. The four-faced him closes
its mouths, the lesson learned—there are no mouths. He has never
really spoken. Its faces are the walls of the room. A man leans
upon the doorframe, and in his hand blooms
a wallet. A tennis shoe and a glass
slipper. A blackberry tangle like a jumble of off-ramps. A mouth.
And the mouth says:
Come. And he believes hard enough that this fairytale
ending was always just a page away—after the severed
toes and the pumpkin, but before the kiss
seals the cycle, folds it up, and locks
it in the vault. But at his feet come morning: a blizzard of wallets, two hundred left
shoes. An ugly quilt and an apple core.
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BREAK OF DAY
The gazing ball, in the gossamer of a blue
moon, blends the garden into the chromatics
of dawn, the silk of the calla lily in the summoning
of day, the pointillism—jade and compost,
pear cores gone to mush. In this garden, the decay
of night weaves dandelions into the apples
of my cheeks, the decay
of night hisses striations like fingers
through the lake fog, the bantam fog gradients
into the stone thirst of the fountain. Seagulls
flock and fly overhead, airplanes flock
in the séance of morning burnt
ochre and grey. How I paint the turning of violets
as the break of day, how the break of day caramels
the mud into pottery, how the vital
ribbons of roots
know only pastoral patterns.
I accept the din of it—the din of bird calls pierces
the phlox, the deer chew through unopened
day lilies, and on the other side of the looking
glass?
The sun crumbles the fog
like a clot of sand into humidity, and the dandelion
seeds dance hanged in the wind, and the ground
bears the rapture of life and stone. This garden,
the needle and thread and tailor’s hand. To laugh
and sigh like a sunflower bent with seed—the gazing
ball gives me this much. This old jubilation,
this blurring of myself.
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PERFORMANCE WITH DREAM SQUID AND BIVALVES
Beneath the gossamer gathering of sand, filaments
of porcelain wobble along the surface of a scallop
shell. The sea air thick with salt, its barest breath
funnels through the grooves like jetstream, smoothing
away pebble-like spurs of calcium over-growth.
And in the pearly firmament along the scallop’s belly,
I can almost see my reflection, the color so close
to my cornea. Just beyond the shoreline, mussels
have made their bed in dimples of flooded sand.
They are an asterism, they are squid-shaped
to my logical brain, and then they sing. Their shells
slide and collide, detach and scrape one another
like bows to a violin, and the song gurgles to me
in nacreous bubbles—lyrics of an incomprehensible
squid, tall and lonely as a flagpole. An animal
like cream poured into water, an animal lost
in the belly of a whale. And so I dive in, naked
as the unhinged bivalves—and I sing, I am lonely,
too as the living scallops zig-zag through the sea
like lightning. I swim through green schools
of fish, each no bigger than my palm; through castles
of sand to rival any kindergartener’s, through rushes
of blue, lost albatross eggs in a crown of algae.
Until I see the mantle of the creature, I forget that I
am outside of whimsy’s homeostasis—a degree too warm
to be welcome. And here I am facing its eye, bigger
than my head—so ugly, so kindred I become as jelly
as a shrimp. I become the squid, so many-armed
and fluid. This is not my home, but I dance to make
him feel welcome, I dance like its tentacles twist
through the ocean. Its hug like hiding under the covers,
we cry together with tears incomprehensible in the water
as the squid itself. When I wake—no mussels, no song—
in a sheath of sand, I keep the scallop shell, a sliver
of dream still streaming me through the sea.
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IV: PAS DE DEUX

I saw the book upon the shelf
I saw you who was myself
I saw the empty sack at last
I saw the branch your shadow cast
-Patti Smith
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LOVE IN THE YEAR OF THE DOUBLE BED
I tried once to lose my hands in the hush and haste
of the last licks of night. Shadows slack on my pillow,
I knew only this stillness separated me from the weight of you,
the lightbulb through the wan of first light. Against you I prop
my head, my fingers, these months burrowing into each other like legs
beneath sheets. The fey of your arms, a whispered nothing
warming my neck finds me each morning, plucks me from dreams
like an apple. How unkind it would be to leave this bed,
to peel away these sheets like orange rinds and walk
away to eventualities unable to understand the joy drummed
out by your fingers upon my stomach. Here burns the sandalwood
and sage voice of a man willing to hold me in a bed not big enough
to comfort his shadow, here where his feet hang off the bed like tree
roots peeking through the dirt. And that is enough for him. Let
that be enough for him. I would tell him, as a child I collected
blankets and I layered them upon myself each night, yet I was never
warm. I thought warm was the sun, a cherry in the sun fresh
from the tree. And I stop there, because I could never force
my wonder for him into words. But what I really mean is—
this bed is too wild for one man to tame alone, too lonely
and alone. The warm is him, his heart beating just behind mine.
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THE WELL
For you, I stomach mountains
of snores, the mountains
born of the plate
tectonics
of our
bodies grinding into one. I suffer impossible
curves of spines, the salt flat of my head
upon your spent chest. Planar
joins learn new patterns
of shift, like
the havoc
of sand
dunes white-flagging in the wind. Sheets imbued with the need
of us, these springs accept the want of us. My body burns
as an offering to you, this flesh and bone scorched
into lust. And you emboss every rib-curved
valley, each contour of a sigh—
yet my favorite part of a man
is the well of him:
the hollow
throat,
the very life of him. And when all your body-want is sated and sore, I ask
you to run a bass line through me like a bullet, pierce me with some
word lung and bottomless. Speak sweet, speak nothing.
My mother once said never to swallow an apple
seed, for a tree would sprout and devour
your belly. Now that you echo
inside my gut, I must
know: what
now?
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JONATHAN
With a moon-twinkle upon his lips, he rolls
down the windows, my hair caught by the wind
like bird wings. If anywhere I am his favorite,
it is in his passenger seat where the leather
is slick black as eel skin and I laugh at his jokes
even after they are miles-old. His fingers fit
between mine like air through a vent, and when
he looks at me, I don’t ask him to keep his eyes
on the road. Racoons slip between our tires
like a needle and thread; turtles delight in the heat
of the asphalt; I smile wide as tree branches as I watch
the miles on the road signs wane like the moon. Where
do we find ourselves come morning, when his teeth glow
warm in the sunlight? Decades down the road, creases
pressed like dirt into the corners of his eyes? Tonight I keep
my eyes on the road for him, tracing the ribs of tire screech,
drawing on the windows by the shallow streetlights. As he tells
me of midnight truckstops, the charm of the 18-wheelers adrift
upon the off-ramps, I flicker between sleep like candlelight—
I dream of a shared hotel bed, the sheets wickered among our
legs like a picknick basket. Biscuits crumble like porcelain
at the continental breakfast, unused bathrobes hang like peonies
from the hangers, for modesty has no shape in this dream. There are
only slicks skin like oil on the road—do-not-disturb tattooed upon
the door. I awake to his hand on my face, lifeless legs, the unromantic
bathroom before the windshield at odds with the persistent lint of my dream,
fireflies bright as headlights fumbling to find lights as fluorescent as their own.
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ERIC
Don’t feel lost when his hands surround
yours like forest leaves, when you feel
the creases in his shirt like sunlight sifted
through a veil of green and beetle wings.
Let him find you like a root knees into the sun
through the soil. There are moments of hesitation,
there are moments of gravel-sharpness—his fingernails
in your palm, his shoes against your heels.
Moments of calm, moments. Still you forget
the cold calculation of measuring yourself
against the diameter of your bed, the lonely
pride of a shaved leg against the sheets. Remember
the juniper of his mouth after too many drinks.
Remember his voice redwood-round, soft and thick
as clay. He shines upon you as morning,
warm and new. Bloom like an orchid,
reflecting him in orange and pink. Make
your bodies together as the forest and trees,
unconditional as the rose’s perfume come spring.
There is nothing greater than to love him, nothing
greater than his breathing—like crickets at midnight.
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JAMES
In the grey shreds of sunlight, we watch
a fly scurry like ocean waves across the sidewalk.
We walk between the cool of the hydrangeas
and a temple wall. His feet against the pavement
are radio static, his voice fuzzy in the frenzy of
tourists. We leisure along every path, every horizon
commanding his camera’s attention. Kyoto sets
like clay into the mountains in his snapshots.
I want to translate his toothy smirk into petals,
his lips into the split of a gingko leaf, his mouth
into a clay cup I could drink of again and again.
I stay close to him as stem to mulch
through every stop and start on the train ride
home. I memorize the fanfare of his hand on my knee,
the brush of his shoulder against mine, the violin his fingers
play against my muscles. Among the reams
of the city shimmering like silk through the window,
I notice only his reflection, his nose’s sudden
slope like a beetle shell to the ground. With narrowed
eyes he counts the stations we pass on his fingers,
his eyebrows knitted at the houses uneven
as grass on the ground. At the end of the line,
there is concrete, earliest summer hydrangeas
again—purple and blue as morning. The rush
of blood to my head pulses like bus engines when
his hand finds the small of my back. His touch—
so unlike my ragged fingernails—gentle as he guides
me home through dusk stained his tongue’s color.
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LOVE STORY WITH SHADING CHARCOAL
At first, I only sketched him with the softest
touch. He was blur of grey, smeared
more with every turned page. I didn’t tell him
I was drawing his picture, I only watched
him go about his day. But in time, he grew
more complex. My pen strokes cover his face
in the flicker of leaf-shade, his hands in turn
lost in the shade of his face. How has this notebook
become a diary—loaded with notes on Beowulf,
timelines of human evolution, and his jade eyes
so at rest in the trees? I write the titles of the books
he reads, the colors of the sky behind him, the way
his hair falls from his forehead like water
from a spigot. At night, I remember him in silver
and lavender, sprawled out in the low grass
like a buttercup patch. Where is he? Where
does he go after the park, after the horizon
is muted with moon? To a bed adrift with white
sheets, to library maze of leather and gold
inlay? Yes, this is fiction now. This is where
I count the number of pillows beneath his head,
the cotton sheets, the pair of linen pants in a pile
like leaves beside the bed, the paratexts
of his comfort. Today I catch his eye. He smiles
and waves, my pen so comfortable against his skin.
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A GOODBYE IN THE LANGUAGE OF FLIGHT
“So here’s to you/may your skies be blue/and your love blessed/that’s my best/to you.” -Joni Michell

The beast of the airport speaks in cyclones, tongues
of steel and rust. Even the birds sharpen into this
cacophony of metal sounds, like a wasp nest at noon.
How can planes trust the wind with their extinction
when among the animals only birds and beetles
have mastered flight? Here on our last overcast
night at our home, we have only the sunshock of bread
and butter to guide our vision. We have the stream of water
from the sink to prove this separation will not kill us.
And the kettle stiches our ears to a bubbling to remind
us—grab the mugs and a palmful of sugar to please these
mouths who have shared so much. Time passes
like a book prisoner to a ceiling fan when each day
bathes in golden syrup before greeting us, and we still
grew older. Do we know yet how to pull apart the sea
from the sky through the airplane window like taffy?
Have we learned yet the highest tide always drinks
away the lowest? Before we leave our cups with souvenirs
of dregs, promise me: let’s bite away the bitter of goodbye
like char on toast, let’s fasten ourselves to the hopes
of the airplanes, the immaculate liminal space, rows of seats
like furrowed fields. Promise you will stick your sights
on the stars like a child eyes a gumball, not on the silver
scars of wings, this metal defying its home on the ground.
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POND-SPEAK
after Richard Siken’s “Little Beast”

I
The water sings the moss. The moss sings the water.
He pulls me to him through blistered branches and echoes
the refrain. I watch the weave
of his hands in the brown
and I echo the refrain. Midnight crickets
sing their death as he trembles the water to its heart. I listen.
He holds my shoulder, all elbows between. I clump moss into the water and
he laughs. The water is all moss and stars. Midnight waters its way down the branches
and into my hair. He pushes it away, and I laugh and it echoes and I listen for his heart.
II
Once he told me to follow him into the pond. The water, comfortable
to sit against my shoulder, drank of me no more than I drank of it.
III
I fall into the green. I trust leaves to mark
the surface. I am all green fish scale and grasping hand. I cling
to his naked wrist twisted green and gold. The fish—
very at home—nibble
at the scratchy surface. His feet muddy
as he scratches for a breath. I pull him up, but he lusts for green
and breathes it, too.
IV
And I let him,
stupid me is no match for gash of gills—
until he decides I am. I am painted with mud and pollen. I am balancing a spider
between my fingers. He is
looking at me below
the pollenated water. I am warm. He spider-webs through the water in search of
some undisturbed mud. His head below water, his feet incise
the pollen and make it sigh.
I look at him and I am warm.
He looks at me and paints me gills.
When he comes up for air,
pollen blooms into mud in his hair. His skin blooms red in the sun,
and I realize I am naked
without the water-fog and he smiles
and knows and says, You are never naked if you don’t stop moving—and I would always
believe him. He slicks me through the mud into more mud.
It is summer and I am warm
when he holds me against the pond-bed, when he pours his air into me.
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V
He teaches me the best places to catch
the snakes by surprise,
the best places to kiss the moon—the best places to kiss.
He teaches me how
to ripple with the water and break it, too. How to slither
away from the purling snakes. This is where they come
to cool down, he points. And this is where they warm up.
He is cool stone when I fall
into him. His feet kiss the mud and it stays
embossed when he surprises the snakes—and me—with broken water.
VI
And when autumn overfills the trees, he snakes his body against mine
as daylight shatters
into black. He is close as the water, close as autumn breeze—and I forget
I am not autumn,
but that I am younger and nearer to the pond than ever under his leaf-light
touch.
I leave my clothes forgotten on the trees
when he pulls me under the coolest black.
He is close and closer—I tremble with the leaves.
VII
I shiver. Though the pond has given
its body over to the chill, it still shivers with his slightest touch—
he is still fluid, he is still liquid. This muscle memory is forever.
The only difference—
now we rest together between sheets
of ice and count the stars and wonder why they shiver.
Time is always short once blood tastes the chill,
blood too content as liquid. Let’s go, he says,
the stars aren’t forever. I shiver, and he wishbones the chill, the bigger half
content in his closed palm. Still I wait like ice and remember
the green, the mud, his naked body and his twisted wrist; and wonder if a closed palm is forever.
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ELEGY TO THE BODY, ODE TO THE BODY
On the river’s shoulder, the first chill of winter breaks
over me like an axe to a tree. The ice on the bridge
melts into the palm of traffic, the fissures in the road a spine
twisted into an oak’s trunk. I wait for you—cold—driven
to find your footprints mingled with the watersong,
some hidden evidence of your body cloistered in the cracks
of the sidewalk. Lattices of algae spat from the water hang slack
as willow branches, and you—you are not here, and I ache.
The dance of the fog upon the river is more alive—this is wrong.
My performance here, too solitary. I leave. At home I dream of the ridges
of your legs hot beneath the sheets, dissolve into the warmth, strive
to remember how we looked asleep—mingled arms, the fine line
of your lips by the streetlight. Outside the window a pine
strikes a crater into the empty bed. I hear your skull crack
into shards of frontal, temporal lobes—really, a moth strives
to cross the window to eat the lamp bulb. I take a break
to mourn burnt toast, no butter, flakes of crust form ridges
on the plate like eyebrows. Take a bath, sing a song,
set microwave timers—anything to snap this longing
like a rubber band. Even so, I know there is a line
when resistance crumbles into obsession,
where I bridge
the gap between his skull and brain, the black
absent of memory and matter. My own snaking
veins swollen—they know my secret, and drive
me back to the river day in, day out. Alive,
he is face down in the water, head and long
legs twisted like tentacles. His figure broken—
maybe I still pull him out, straighten his spine,
fade into his last oily breath, fingers slack
then stiff. Except I leave him under the bridge
this time. Climb over the rocky ridge
and leave him to die alone. Get away, drive
home—maybe I pushed him, once quick crack
and done. Or maybe I just wanted to hear the song
of splash, the harmony of the coiling spine,
the steam from the body, the final ache.
Really, it’s just my ache, the mourning cracking like a whip to the spine. I take advantage of the
slack afforded the widower—the one body bridging the gap between two. How wrong is it to
cross the line, to pine for the ridge of his hips beside me, his breath in and out, alive in song?
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QUIET
My hand in his, I keep my voice
low as we drift through the December
night.
I wilt the silence
with my footsteps like a blanket
to flame. Little stones mark the path
like a scattering of a scallop’s simple eyes,
guiding us through monologues
of maple’s shadows and angles.
Until I see the glimmer of lamplight
through my open window, I keep
my hand
in his. There is nothing
to hear save each other—our breath
twig-crisp in the air, the ice twig-crisp
beneath our feet—just these sounds survive
this ether-winter. I remember spring
as we skirt the edge of a pond,
the persistent memory of his toes
splayed like stalks of forsythia
in the mud, the ugly tea-stained
fish watching the spectacle of us
learning how to love each other.
And even now, I think of his hands
beneath my green sweater,
how he learned to play my ribs
like harp strings, to learn from my ribs
like tree rings. One hand in his
I measure
the persistence
of the stubble along his jaw
with the flat of my hand, the sound
spins like leaves to the ground—I focus
on the tongues of fog upon his skin,
his branch-solid fingers, his palm.
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ITSUKUSHIMA SHRINE
Each time the water shatters against hydrangea
petals, you stand by, camera thrust
toward the ocean like a gift for the perfect
picture.
Sweat gathers your hair into dense ridges
like sand come low tide as you pace the shore
for people-less angles. On the wooden deck,
I run my fingernails
along the salt-softened splinters—like your unshaven
face on a pancake Sunday morning, like your arm
on a closed-curtain Sunday night. Elementary
kids
rush along with crab shells white-knuckled
into their hands, leaving smells of seaweed
and milk cartons. Later on the train,
I stretch my legs
and think of your face milky in the seafoam. I didn’t
take a single picture to remember it by. You invite
me to the childish comfort of my head in your lap,
hands
lost in my hair. I stay long enough to miss
the first three stations. Instead I watch the sky—
and by that I really mean I watch
your eyes watch
the cities crash by like waves in the window reflection.
Please allow me these bumpy minutes to love you
as the hydrangeas love the warm rain, to love your
jeans’
grain embroidered upon my cheek. Allow me
to soften into you like an autumn stem rejoining
the dirt and to remain, like petals
in your pictures, vibrant forever.
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V: A MORTAL’S WONDER

The sky stretches to the horizon and then must continue up.
Anything past the horizon
is invisible, it can only be imagined. You want to see the future but
you only see the sky. Fluffy clouds.
-Richard Siken
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GANYMEDE AND PERSEPHONE WALK OLYMPUS
Persephone watches the cup fumble
between drunken hands, subtle as lightning.
She stands column-straight at the party’s hem
and sees golden mead sweet as spring tumble
through the gods’ lips. Across the brazier’s smoke
Ganymede pours another glass, eyes stuck
on Zeus’ sticky mouth wide with a joke.
Like creeping thyme, she goes to him, stumbles
over the fire’s wink and the throne room’s
clutter. Like a cloudy sky, Ganymede’s
smile is vacant. Despite the rumble
of waiting fingernails, the slightest stroke
of his shoulder pulls him to her. I know
it’s hard, she says, eyes like morning awoke.
~
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He begins: the eagle first came at dawn, when the fields
ripen with the promise of morning, when the corn is dewy
still with sleep. I saw the eagle resplendent, fluorescent,
and orange, as if carrying the firmament upon his wings.
I lost my work in the lyre of sunrise, his body cast in gold,
his body the wind across the ocean. I watched him quilt
the day into warmth, and turn it down like a bed. The clouds
pillows of violet. How could I not love this beast as man?
And I brought these impressions of zephyrous feather
to bed like a man, yet I turned toward myself, what I knew
from the water’s reflection: these knuckles were olive
trees, gnarled and sore. These knees left too many hours
to work genuflected in a mire of weeds. Could a man—
any man—love a face so undressed, so far from spring.
~
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Persephone is dressed in spring and white
robes tumbling like stems of meadowsweets
between her breasts. Ganymede’s cheeks are red.
The sit on the steps outside, the air bright
with the uproar seeping through the columns.
Are you okay? she asks. Should I be? he says,
his face marble-stern, but his voice cotton
soft. He slants his body toward the light
of the party like winter wheat. Her hand
rests on his knee. I bring Zeus water, wine,
nothing more, he continues. The midnight
moon casts him in silver, eyebrows solemn
and furrowed. Like ivy, like clematis
they wind down the roads, a pair of blossoms.
~
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And each morning thereafter the wind blossomed from his
tumbling through the firmament, and each night was marbled
with stars. And the world forgot the chill of overcast, and he
came back and so did my work. My goddess, surely the story
is as told until now, familiar as the cycling moon. I broke
the earth for bread, and the eagle perched upon the distant
cypress and watched. Surely as a flower was born of seed,
my days passed in such a manner. But Zeus has a way
of bending the story like a sickle, for I was not beautiful.
I was not blessed among youths, nor divine. I farmed
my world in terms of hunger, mortality, and endless
ache and endless need. He hides from the truth
for it reeks of shame, like hay gone to rot in the rain.
Should a god love such modesty and corrupted flesh?
~
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(I wrote the underworld libretto, the modest
murk of a pas de deux danced
alone. This lonely
boy is the other side of this coin, the morning
I haunted at the beginning
of my story.
Day in and day out
the wildflowers whispered
of Persephone the rose, the ream
of silk, and
the flaxen
strand of sunlight wove through the plenty,
the wheat-heavy world. I knew Hades’ watchful eye.
And I let
him follow, and when he called I dove
into the earth, and I let the mud take me down,
and with him I let the dark
and I let winter
learn its shadow. I understand this mortal boy
in his longing, for I too broke
it with a lie, with still-stained

a rule and sealed
pomegranate lips.)
~
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O goddess, don’t think poorly of us for our lie. We needed
to conceal the nature of our affair, for if Hera knew…
I need not to reckon with her bale, nor the sting of Io’s
gadfly. Pardon my digression. Zeus saw upon my face
this grief like a fire steady through the field, and schemed
as his wont allowed. One morning as my sickle hummed
like a wasp through the wheat, an hour during which Atlas
allowed the globe to hang low and dour like a branch
ripe with figs, I noticed an old man upon the ridge, a smile
threaded with gold. I followed the shift of his steely robes
during his gentle approach, and in his wake the morning
birds and even the black flies ceased their awakening
chorus. He humbled me with the offer of a hand to pull
myself up from the ground, requested wine and my company.
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And I brought him wine and he drank. He drank until
the wind sang its purple across the sea, and the hush
sang naught save the ember’s crackle. In the low fire,
he lavendered like lighting, eyes turned to the empty
cup. And I poured him more, its crimson splatter spilt
upon his cheeks. I poured a libation to Zeus, the man’s
purling stories decanted like wine into the evening, and
I slept perfumed with grapes and the dirt of the day.
~
(These gods relish
their hiding places. Hades came
to me in the oil-slick
of shadow, wavered
like candlelight through a looking
glass. An eagle,
whatever it lacks
in subtlety, it recoups
in the brown shock of wings against earth’s blue and green.
The shock still angles through his eyes like a gemstone.)
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He closes his eyes, and his laugh stitches
into every gleam of bronze. His body
like sheets in the wind, the song of a gaudy
muse. She leans toward these delicate pitches.
~
(I could not expect
this smile, this careless joy
from a man who delivers wine and little else.
How to teach him to bring more? Promises like hands
full
of seeds and the mortal libation of him.)
~
Come first sun, I awoke to a din of bird cry and empty
corners. I knew the old man had left me. I marked
the weeks absent of the eagle by the decay of hyacinths,
the surrender of petals one by one. And through the autumn
I stored my harvest, I carried his leave in the hollow
heat between my hips, I wound myself like a scroll.
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The clouds returned and wound the water and the land
into an endless grey thread. Curdles of snow and ice
mirrored the silver of storms. Yet Zeus wrapped me
in blankets of sleep, prophesies crafted in the shape
of man. The blessing of comfort in the cold I had never
known. My goddess, understand, the waking grief
was worth the dream. Even then, he had given me
the weight of his body upon mine, his hands already
knew the tracks of my veins. By then, I had begun
to suspect a god—but see, if these suitors took
the names of flowers, I expected the modest pear
blossom, the narcissus. Not the sword of the gladiolus,
anything but. In his palm, I could bear the weight
of the winter, I could believe myself worthy.
~
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(I knew who
longed for me, and it sweetened the deal
certainly. I might tell him that I do not know
the sting of unbeauty, and such worrying does
not flatter him. But his story I understand
well enough. Every spider and tick
infesting
Mother Earth cried
upon my wedding with death.
Every gemstone dulled in mourning, for a goddess
had chosen
to die. If I was like Apollo,
watering some flower-boy with my tears, the gods
might garland proud busts of my likeness with laurels.
How might I prime
him for the glory I deserved?
To a mortal, the whole world needn’t raise weapons
against him
to provoke such fear. No. Zeus’ eye
caresses a sea nymph’s breast? Ganymede cries.)
~
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Ah, how the party now thins upon the wind without wine
to swell the cacophony. Before we are to part, I must
tell you—the same unvarying gray of my sorrow stains
the rest of the details. Zeus came eventually, I remember
this much clearly. But a change had to take place
before my carriage to Olympus. In my season of dreams,
I heard a voice, and the voice said to me, Ganymede,
I will reward your pious nature eternally, and nothing
else. The voice thickened like honey, into one delicate
uninterrupted strand. And I thought, ambrosia must
taste like this voice. And when he entered the dream
I thought, and this mouth nectar. I awoke to spring,
I ran for a drink of water, I saw the face that was not
mine in the reflection, I saw the knees now linen smooth.
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The eagle came to take me away, and I climbed upon him,
and my unplanted field faded into the patchwork of it all.
The glow of Olympus prickled my skin miles before it came
into view, and I closed my eyes against the blur of kingdoms
blown into one, the rapture of the far-away sea. Mostly,
I remember the weeks which followed—how I labored
to learn his hands upon my waist, how he breathed
in the deepest stretch of night, how I fell in love with him.
~
(Mostly, I remember
how the color tumbled
from my cheeks, how dying felt like the coldest bath—
at least at first.
The gods’ search abbreviated
intimacy, we could only afford hiccups
of smiles. I recognize his anxieties
as my own—
that it could all slip
away like a fish through a net
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with the slightest
misstep. I tangled my feet first
in this urgent dance. I feared
losing Hades more
than my mother’s wrath. So I swallowed the damn seeds,
but this boy must
not compromise as I have done.
I chose the bones secreted
in fat, a fleeting
season in my haste. This mortal boy has secured
his divinity,
and as if from a chalice,
he must drink
his fill before pouring for others.)
~
I fear I have kept you too long, my goddess. My tale is vast
as the sea, and quite as turbulent from here. I’m sure
you have figured out my ending—my task here is to serve
even if Zeus once pressed into me until I was hung
in the sky. I will sate his thirst so long as he wants
for drink, until this mountain is a molehill of dust.
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Persephone traces the mountain’s curve,
how, like a sleeping body, it finds rest
in flat meadows rainbowed with narcissus,
poppy, sage. Ganymede sees the nerve
of the pasture, milky with the sheep’s wool,
every dent of hoofprint. She finds his eyes
and says, Bring Zeus these sights, this mind so full
of mortal wonder. You can only serve
mouthfuls of delight—the grain of cornstalks
between your palms, the tongue of a sheep pink
as morning. He stops walking, his feet starved
for reprieve. He sighs, I love him, still, pulls
each word up like a root. We are the same,
then. They watch the wind fumble into lull.
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THE CUPBEARER’S WONDER
The muses whisper of my chambers of platinum and pear,
how its glimmer in the all of Zeus rivals even the lush
of Hera’s. Ostensibly, the cupbearer must slumber
close to Zeus’ beck, to sate the midnight thirst with cups
brimming with water and wine. Among other things, we share
a wall, but to the bard’s misfortune, the story does not taper
like a harvest into a bountiful resolution. Rather, my taper
lit chambers hold as much weight now as a fat pair
of toddler’s legs. What I have known of the eagle I have shared
already—dawntide dazzle, gifts of beauty, a pseudo-godhead lush
with inexorable mortality. Yes, if only to deliver endless cups
of amusement, he made me immortal, and at first, easy slumber
in the crook of his arm was worth the duty. But slumber,
that silly mortal habit, is not eternal. Still, if the golden taper
of Olympus’ streets have taught me any lessons, the cup
of a god’s wonder is bottomless—if you’re a mortal. I could pare
myself into the smallest deity. A naiad, a nymph, yet such a lush
of bark and green would never draw Zeus’ eye beyond one shared
night. Tonight, I eye my mortal home, the decay of the plowshare
where I left my work for rapture, Zeus’ touch charged with slumber
and dreams. These divine eyes know so much more—the lush
spirals of cypress bark mirror those of the ocean, the gentle taper
of their boughs like muscular calves meeting the ankle. The pear
blossoms tremble with the buzz of someday fruit. The lonely cup
with which I first served him forgets itself in dust. A thousand cups
gilded by Hephaestus himself could not rival it, a thousand shared
sips from Zeus’ mouth to mine could not. Persephone paired
us under the assumption that my small wonders would slumber
any apprehension. I would pray her right, if I knew where the taper
of my prayer might end up. Tonight I will bring him the lushest
palmful of joy he has ever known, some childhood exploit lush
with scraped knees and laughter, some adage sweet as a cup
of wine. I will bring him to my chambers and show him the taper
of mortal breathing, the rise and fall of my chest. How a man might share
himself truly with another, how our release might give way to a slumber
ripe with delicious dreams of the next night. I could tell him of my pear
trees, how I hoped to share their fruit with him, savor the lush
grain of its flesh. Taper away all this divinity, give him the pairing
he really wanted—the slumber of the mortal and the wonder of his cup.
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I’m walking away
And when I reach the next stage
I’ll be with him
We’ll be celebrating
-Juliana Hatfield

⸙⸙⸙
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THE EDGE OF UTOPIA
Wherein the fog on the windowpane keeps
you with me just a moment longer, the night
too cold for the hearth to keep quiet—we need
creature comfort, the warmth of bodies
and candlelight glazed upon our lips.
Wherein I say, Stay with me, and you gather
me into the lines of your palms and tell
one more story. Your hand in my hair remains
like an oath, your body firm and realized
beneath my hands. Wherein your knuckles
ring the hollow bedframe like chimes
when you pull around me like a river,
and your collar presses into my cheek
like a stone. The first fire-light of morning
ignites the landscape, the dancing of leaves
outside to lullaby us until noon. Wherein
the work is already done, there is no river
still smelling of bodies, no crumbled
wall—just endless roofs raptured orange
in the warmth of the day. Love, let the decades
crumble like dirt, let the dirt blow as dust
into nothing, and let nothing trouble you.
Wherein I roll myself out before you like
farmland, and we want for nothing more.
Wherein our bodies are glazed in blue
sky, our bodies are the masterwork
of this healing world, our bodies break
like bread to feed an earth so near utopia.
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NOTES
OCCAM’S RAZOR; PAGE 16
Occam’s razor is a problem-solving principle in philosophy that states that when
presented with multiple hypotheses projecting the same outcome, one should always
choose the hypothesis assuming the least variables or assumptions.
NEBRASKA WHITE, HEAVEN SENT; PAGE 22
Lois Royce attempted to lead three of her students to safety through the Schoolchildren’s
Blizzard of 1888. Unfortunately, all three children died. Royce survived, but had to have
her feet amputated.
THE OLD MAN AT THE UNANTHROPOCENE; PAGE 34
As opposed to the Anthropocene, the current era in which humans are considered the
primary force affecting change in climate and environment, the Unanthropocene is a
period that is just the opposite. In this period, the earth exerts a changing force upon
humans. Humans have evolved to a point of irrelevance. This poem, as noted, is inspired
by H.G. Wells’ The Time Machine.
NOTTURNO: FOREST MOVEMENT; PAGE 49
Several elements in this poem are inspired by House of Leaves. The visual of the page—
various orientations of text, the coloring of certain words, the different fonts for each
section—is one such element. The section in Times New Roman is the first-hand account
of the events of the poem, while the other sections are other speakers criticizing the
account or speculating about the character and fate of the original speaker.
ONE NIGHT AT THE DEW DROP INN; PAGE 51
The “he” in this poem is almost exclusively used to reference the narrator as he moves
through a variety of scenes. There are a few exceptions, such as those referring to the
men in III, the other teenager in IV, etc.
GANYMEDE AND PERSEPHONE WALK OLYMPUS; PAGE 76
There are three different styles of sonnets here which indicate the three different voices:
narrator (decasyllable, rhyming), Ganymede (free verse, italicized, non-rhyming), and
Persephone (in parentheses, rendered in Arial Narrow, dodecasyllabic). As these three
different voices sometimes appear within the same sonnet, I wanted to make the voices as
clear as possible syllabically and typologically.
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